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Every gift has a price . . . every piece of lace has a secret.

Towner Whitney, the self-confessed unreliable narrator, hails from a family of Salem women who can read the

future in the patterns in lace, and who have guarded a history of secrets going back generations. Now the

disappearance of two women is bringing Towner back home to Salem—and is bringing to light the shocking truth

about the death of her twin sister.

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

Amazon Best of the Month, August 2008Amazon Best of the Month, August 2008: Brunonia Barry dreamt she saw a prophecy in a piece of lace, a vision so

potent she spun it into a novel. The Lace Reader retains the strange magic of a vivid dream, though Barry's portrayal

of modern-day Salem, Massachusetts--with its fascinating cast of eccentrics--is reportedly spot-on. Some of its

stranger residents include generations of Whitney women, with a gift for seeing the future in the lace they make.

Towner Whitney, back to Salem from self-imposed exile on the West Coast, has plans for recuperation that

evaporate with her great-aunt Eva's mysterious drowning. Fighting fear from a traumatic adolescence she can barely

remember, Towner digs in for answers. But questions compound with the disappearance of a young woman under

the thrall of a local fire-and-brimstone preacher, whose history of violence against Whitney women makes the

situation personal for Towner. Her role in cop John Rafferty's investigation sparks a tentative romance. And as they

scramble to avert disaster, the past that had slipped through the gaps in Towner's memory explodes into the present

with a violence that capsizes her concept of truth. Readers will look back at the story in a new light, picking out the
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clues in this complex, lovely piece of work. --Mari Malcolm

Product DescriptionProduct Description

Every gift has a price . . . every piece of lace has a secret.

Towner Whitney, the self-confessed unreliable narrator, hails from a family of Salem women who can read the

future in the patterns in lace, and who have guarded a history of secrets going back generations. Now the

disappearance of two women is bringing Towner back home to Salem—and is bringing to light the shocking truth

about the death of her twin sister.
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